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We have been feeling at home in Eurasia

We not only know the habits and common practices of the  

European and Asian market very well, but also implement a 

sustainable company policy in a consistent way. Our passion 

is not  a short-term economic success, but your long-term  

satisfaction. 

Via our foreign subsidiaries, associated and cooperation com-

panies we are also locally available with competent contact 

partners to provide services whenever and wherever needed. 

• 25 years of experience

• Owner managed

• Extensive network

• Offices and agencies in Eurasia

• Linguistic expertise and cultural competence

• Certified procurement security

• Handling and transport of chemical products

• SQAS-attestation / DIN ISO 9001
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Organisation of the LANDO-GroupOn the way in Eurasia
From Lisbon to Vladivostok

Western Europe in  

cooperation with:



The Hammer-Group is a symbiosis of transport and logistic companies. The group employs 520 staff members and 

generates an annual turnover of 110 million Euros.The LANDO Eurasia is part of the Hammer-Group since 1999. 

www.hammer-group.com 

Hammer-Group

GROUP



Core competences 

EVEN IN THE FUTURE, QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES 

ARE OUR MOST IMPORTANT CAPITAL

www.hammer-group.eu

People
logistics!do
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In a nutshell!

CONTRACT 

LOGISTICS

Logistics is our passion! 

SUPPLY CHAIN 

MANAGEMENT

Technologies that move!

CONSULTING

Individual advice &  

implementation! 



Logistic

As a powerful network of transport and logistic  

experts, we effectively synergize our core compe-

tencies.

The Hammer Group bundled service spectrum offers  

capacities and possibilities for efficient logistic solutions

• 210.000 qm managed storage area

• 300 HGVs own fleet

• 110 mio Euros Turnover

• 520 Employees

• Own warehouse

• Own warehouse equipment

• Classic logistic services and modern solutions

HAMMER
Advenced Logistic

LANDO
Eurasia

red \ line
Spedition

Warehouse logistic 
and direct traffic 
in Europe

Freight Forwarding in direct 
traffic in Europe and expert 
in Eurasia

High Value Cargo in 
Europe with the highest 
safety certificate based 
on Tapa FSR Kat. A

Worldwide Air- and Seafreight 
logistic with own customs 
warehouselogistik



Transport by land

landtransporte

FTL + LTL in all countries in Europe and Asia  

with qualified procurement.

Sources:

• Own equipment registered by 

 associated and foreign companies

• Exclusive charter trucks

• Free and verified haulage contractors

As a DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 certified company,  

we provide you with reliable and at the same time  

flexible purchasing possibilities of capacities; also,  

we are ready to take into consideration the current 

market prices.

Temperature 

controlled transports

Hazardous

goods transports

Maximum Delivery 

Performance



On tour across Europe and Asia

The LANDO group offers weekly groupage 

freight transport via hubs in Aachen, Essen, 

and Budapest with connecting traffic in the 

direction to Europe and Asia.

Groupage freight 
and system traffic

EU

NON-EU systemverkehre



In particular for high-value and safety-sensitive goods 

it is absolutely essential, to prevent theft, damage or 

loss. Here tailor-made safety concepts are crucial for 

success.

With the four-stage safety programme of Premium Car-

go you are offered a safe solution from one hand - from 

individual parts to full truck load. Safety standards exactly 

adaptable to your specific requirements around storage,  

packaging of assembly groups and transport guarantee  

you optimal safety in every phase. After detailed discus-

sions on packaging, safety and transport optimisation,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

our specialists will work out an integrated concept for 

you. From high-quality basic performances to excellent sa-

fety modules e.g. safety escorts by an accredited security 

service, including direct delivery at any selectable time by 

our qualified personnel. 

This is the only way to rule out risky transhipments, hubs or 

waiting times.

The field of high value transport is covered in cooperation with 

our affiliate Hammer.

high value

High Value



In this supreme discipline, we above all master the high and 

manifold requirements at transports and projects from/to  

Eurasia. Besides the pure implementation of transports, we on 

request also offer you additional complex services. Our compe-

tence is based on long years experience and grown contacts 

to industrial, private and official contact partners. We also want 

you to benefit from our comprehensive service from one sour-

ce. LANDO Eurasia GmbH Internationale Spedition is able to 

coordinate the implementation of all work involved.

• disassembly and reassembly of machines and plants

• engineering

• provision of personnel and special equipment

Convince yourself!

• heavy haulage project logistics

• national and international handling of 

 overlapping transport modes

• special transports by land, sea, rail and air

The LANDO Eurasia GmbH Internationale Spedition on request 

also offers you additional services, which are often inseparably 

connected to transport:

• consultancy

• packaging and dispatch planning

• container stowage

• country-specific approval services

• route surveys, site visits

• static calculation

• accompanying of transports and

  traffic-guiding measures

• crane and lifting services

Heavy-lift and industrial
plant transport



All suppliers and haulage contractors – in-

cluding our foreign subsidiaries and asso-

ciated companies – have been selected 

on the basis of a strict way of procedure 

defined in the QM-system. With the aid of 

IT-access rightsmissing release or exclusion 

of a freight carrier automatically causes that 

the use of an unqualified or negatively eva-

lu- ated freight carrier, simply for technical 

reasons, is not possible.

The success of these measures is also con-

firmed by the claim rates having been low 

for many years. Last year LANDO, in this 

process, with about 40 staff members in 

Germany, handled approx. 2.000 positions 

monthly in freight transport from and to  

Europe and Asia.

 

Quality and security

You demand 

• improvement of the delivery service 

• strengthening of customer orientation 

• securing long-term competitiveness 

• avoiding damages

• Red-Flag-Management 

We offer 

• long years of experience in transport of hazardous   

 goods for the chemical industry (ADR)

• DIN EN ISO 9001:2015

• SQAS assessed company

• 2 EU security advisors (ADR)

• daily ADR departures

• strict selection and support at cargo stowage   

 procurement resulting in constantly low damage rates

• constructive and pro-active handling of the subjects   

 cargo securing, protective equipment, on-time delivery  

 or Red-Flag Management 

 

 ...meaning for us just a day-to-day  

 business!

  LANDO Eurasia GmbH
Essen

  Report: 89635 Module: Transport Service
Date: November 23, 2021 Re-assessment: Expires on November 23, 2024
Country: Germany

Summary Report
Overall score of the company: 81%

Industry Range of scores per section
This chart shows the average scores of every SQAS section and the European average scores of every SQAS section of all
companies with active reports that belong to the same SQAS module and the same questionnaire version.

Attestation

The SQAS summary report is a statement of facts and this does
not express any appreciation of the company’s performance.
The SQAS assessment is valid for 3 years.

DGZmbH 

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zertifizierung 

This document is the property of DGZmbH - Alexanderstr. 9b - 70184 Stuttgart - www.dgz-gmbh.de 

 

 

   

DIN EN ISO 9001 

The Certification Body of DGZ mbh hereby certifies that 

company  

 

 

 

 

Report-Nr.:   02-559006923 

Certificate Registration n°.: 06-9896384923 

Date of certification:   13.06.2023 
 

Valid until:                11.06.2026 

 

LANDO Eurasia GmbH  

Internationale Spedition 

Am Lichtbogen 36 

45141 Essen 

 

 

with the scope: 

international forwarding including heavy-lift and industrial-plant-transports, 

in particular in direction to eastern Europe or/and Eurasia 

 

has introduced and effectively applied a quality management system according to DIN EN 

ISO 9001:2015. The proof was provided in the context with the audit with the associated 

report. The certificate or the certification is valid for 3 years, provided that the annual 

surveillance audits will be completed in the established deadlines with positive results. 



THINGS YOU LOVE

 

 

ARE THINGS WE MOVE



trust in experience

LANDO Eurasia GmbH

Internationale Spedition 

Essen Hedquarter

Am Lichtbogen 36

D-45141 Essen

phone: +49 201 / 85 334-0

mail: essen@landogmbh.de

Aachen Branch Office

Auf der Hüls 120

D-52068 Aachen

phone: +49 241 / 515 60-0

mail: aachen@landogmbh.de

www.eurasiatransports.com


